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Abstract
4

My work is an assemblage of disciplines,
reductive
processes, and accumulated
materials interpreted with a painterly
quality. Slipping away faster than we
can grasp, the unrelenting forces of
time propel us forward. Memory fragments
our
chronologies,
transforming
our
existence into a collaged fabric. Layered
transparencies allow the three chapters
of this thesis, Cosmic Whatever, Cement
Gardens and Luminous Shade, to bleed into
each other turning them into composed
cycles. These unlikely combinations
permit freedom to experience a narrative
that is both vast and intimate.
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COSMIC WHATEVER
CEMENT GARDENS
LUMINOUS SHADE
Despite what people say, painting is not
the same as drawing. Sure they use some
of the same muscles but even so, I don’t
hold a brush the way I hold a pencil. I
don’t scrape away layers the way I erase
charcoal. In fact, it’s quite the opposite.
For me, painting is all about building up
the material—layer upon layer. Paint
that’s translucent and paint that’s thick.
Occasionally carving into the canvas,
removing paint but always sure to move
it somewhere else in the picture plane.
Instead of erasing mistakes, the act of
painting requires one to see again, to
paint on top of the existing mark. Colors
blend and shift telling a version of reality
more vibrant than what meets the eye.
The material is thick, a pallet knife is used
to build up the surface—like frosting a
cake. Some areas are more built up than
others; the surface of the painting becomes
a geographical map of time. Flecks of
bright crimson emit light here and there—
exposing the underpainting and reflecting
the duration of building up the surface.
Quick gestures and marks intuitively
dancing across the canvas become a time
capsule of transcribing an experience with
the hand.

WE LOOK AT THE PRESENT
THROUGH A REAR-VIEW MIRROR.
WE MARCH BACKWARDS INTO THE
FUTURE.

Time as a concept is a fickle thing—slipping
away faster than we can grasp, leaving us
wanting forever but not really knowing what
forever means. Fighting our mortality, we
have created afterlives, elixirs and potions
that maintain youth and beauty, denying
our inevitable return to the earth from
which we came.

project contemplates ever-fleeting human
existence. I look to the cosmos as eternal
time, the earth’s layers for human history,
and lastly to light and color for the most
ephemeral moments of all.

Moving from the vast to the most intimate
moments of our encounters with time, this
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-Marshall McLuhan

A stream of consciousness, these writings
attempt to capture how we relate to
history through different perspectives. As
time encumbers our memory, fragmenting
chronologies into meaningful experiences,

LEFT Dries Van Noten,
Fall 2014, detail Look 70

the work becomes a translation of time
in collaged fabrics on a triptych of nontraditional screens.
Together, the writings and the work inspire
each other. Both are built on the idea of
fragmentation, where the culmination of
the parts strengthen the whole. Inspired
by fine art, fashion and poetry, this work
seeks refinement in complexity, geometry
in structure, and exuberance in color.
RIGHT purple poppy,
swiss chard,
cosmos see pg 17,
cement and rebar,
moss, tinfoil
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I’m not interested in
collage as the refuge
of the compostionally
disabled. I’m interested
in collage as (to be
honest) an evolution
beyond narrative.
- David Shields
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COSMIC WHATEVER

LEFT TOP moonscape, photograph taken by NASA
LEFT BOTTOM Dries Van
Noten Spring 2018 RTW
Look 1
RIGHT TOP detail shot of
Remembering: Print Series,
Archival Ultrachrome digital
print on aluminum, Emma
Hogarth
RIGHT BOTTOM tinfoil
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Cosmological time, which is inconceivably
immense and always, for us, drastically tardy;
the geological time offer tiny planet, from
which we look out to all this ancient darkness
that predates it; and the biological time of
a fleeting human lifespan dedicated to an
obviously unachievable project.

- Amelia Groom
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LEFT image taken by hubble
telescope
RIGHT image taken by
hubble telescope,
NASA image of the
lunar surface showing
Eratosthenes Crater,
photographed by Apollo 17
crewmen.
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COSMIC
WHATEVER
As the sun fades into the cloudless horizon, I hear nothing but the ambient sounds of the
nocturnal waking up. An illusive awe takes over as everything becomes still and the archive
of darkness twinkles with ancient histories suspended in a sea of infinite velvet. There is
a foreignness and comfort in the stars, a kind of wisdom that only comes with infinity—
answers to questions we have yet to ask ourselves. Suddenly I am but a flash of energy on
this earth. I look to the night’s sky as a blanket, stitching together what constellations I can,
making stories that lend guidance to our banal human existence.

LEFT Astronaut image
search, Google
RIGHT TOP James Turrell,
Ronin, 1968. Guggenheim
Museum
RIGHT BOTTOM NASA
image of the lunar surface
showing Eratosthenes Crater,
photographed by Apollo 17
crewmen.
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COSMIC WHATEVER

date: 03.09.2018
time: 4:53pm
location: CIT

brilliant
magical
mesmerizing
stars
planets
gravity
cycles
systems
gas
time
infinity
space…
lots of space
dust
fire
black holes
intrigue
chemistry
magnetic
pull
dark
twinkling
hazy
milky way
shooting stars
firefly
illuminated
knowledge
forever
incomprehensible
moon
energy
life force
alignment
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COSMIC WHATEVER

‘COSMIC WHATEVER’List

lost
metallic
shaping
beginning
ending
symbolic
narrative
divine
map
spiritual
cosmic
continuous
unfathomable
elements
combustible
synergy
big bang
existence
purpose
out there …
foreign territory
alien
other
strange
raw
ancient
old
new
eerie
existing always
existential
whatever
indomitable
comfort
stunning
randomness
LEFT image taken by
hubble telescope
RIGHT image taken by
hubble telescope
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Inspired by rare minerals and
gemstones at the Harvard
Museum of Natural History,
Earth & Planetary Sciences
Gallery
Also inspired by rare minerals
and gemstones at the Harvard
Museum of Natural History,
Earth & Planetary Sciences
Gallery.
I am interested in creating a
modern textile by combining
an old pattern with an unusual
matterial.
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FLEETING INFINITY

SYMBOLIC NARRATIVE

How did people like Stephen Hawking discover the
universe, black holes and collapsing stars? It makes
me realize the uniqueness of our brains and has me
question, what is it that pulls us towards our interests?
Who’s to say what is meaningful work and what is not?
A lifetime of dedication is but a blink of an eye—new
stars have not yet been seen in such time.

Metallic and bright with chemical reactions that I
will never understand, I stare in awe of their sublime
mystery and think about what Cassiopeia would look
like from Mars. The sky is a flat map. If only we could
fly around these primitive flames, experiencing them
three dimensionally—what would their alignment look
like then? So much of what we make of life is based on
perspective.

THE UNIVERSE.
DISORDERED ORGANIZATION.
EVERYTHING IS MADE OF DUST.

ROMANCE IN THE SKY
WE ARE BUT A SPEC OF DUST
TO WHICH WE DISSOLVE
ABOVE LEFT twill fabric sample
woven with metallic yarns and
hammered tinfoil inlay
ABOVE RIGHT honeycomb fabric
woven with tinfoil and metallic
wefts, hammered flat

{time is redundant}
RIGHT rayon warp, copper
weft, combining the old and
new
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LEFT TOP natal chart
by Jeff Linzer
August 6, 2014
LEFT BOTTOM detail
of Chinoiserie Panel
#3, by Kate Blacklock

EXISTENTIAL REVERIES
Neruda’s poeticism expands the atom,
addressing the humanity and destructive
power of an impossibly small thing, “a
terrible fruitof electric beauty ... overflowing
cosmic cup, return to the peace of the vine,
to the velocity of joy ... infintisimal star, you
seemed forever.” He creates a fluid narration
of the infinite functions of the atom.
LEFT image from Hubble
“A POPULATION
OF INFANT STARS
EMBEDDED IN THE
NEBULA NGC 346 THAT
ARE STILL FORMING
FROM GRAVITATIONALLY
COLLAPSING GAS
CLOUDS. THEY HAVE
NOT YET IGNITED
THEIR HYDROGEN
FUEL TO SUSTAIN
NUCLEAR FUSION. THE
SMALLLEET OF THESE
INFANT STARS IS ON
HALF THE MASS OF THE
SUN”
Credit: NASA, ESA and A.
Nota (STSsl/ESA)

BEFORE, AFTER, AGAIN

DIVINE ALIGNMENT
My mom has always been ‘low-key’ interested in astrology just like she’s ‘low-key’
interested in birth order. That’s how I was first introduced to the world of astrology
beyond reading my daily horoscope. Skeptical as I was, the thought that our lives
might be influenced by some floating planets and their alignment to each other was
intriguing. I was not raised religious, however, I do believe that there is a higher power
at play—an energy uniting our collective experience. There is tremendous solace in
feeling a part of something greater than myself, the great mystery of life.
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Specks of dust shining against the absence of
light. I look at you and wonder, you look so small,
so far away, which makes me feel teeny tiny.
Uncertain of how you got there, then again, not
sure how I got here. Guiding light, the stories
you tell, disappearing in daytime—fading into
the infinite abyss. You encapsulate a forever
that I will never know. You are a mirage, for you
may already be gone. And yet, you will continue
to shimmer long after my eyes stop looking.
Why can’t I stop looking? What are you trying
to tell me? Does it matter?

LEFT Dries Van Noten Spring
2018 RTW Look 1
ABOVE detail of bleached
black denim with gold lurex
warp, sanded, printed and
flocked.
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COMFORT IN ACCUMULATION
collecting things
things collecting dust
clutter
what brings you joy?
Marie Kondo would say
a life well lived.
how did this accumulation happen?
toss, donate, sell
reducing distractions
removing dust and aerating objects
parting with the past
no need to own everything we admire
but a need to admire everything we own
refinement—only the most meaningful can stay
memories held in objects
relics of past lovers
narratives of travel and adventure
lives before they came to me
lives after me
my world dispersed
what will happen to my things?
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ETERNAL DUST
Contemplating dust as the infinitely small—the inverse of the universe,
yet making up the natural world one small particle at a time. Broken,
discarded and formless, dust comes and goes. It is impossible for us
to understand its infinite roles. We only see it as it accumulates, not
for what it was or what it will become. An amorphous material we look
at with disgust, unable to acknowledge our inherent connection. As
Joseph Amato says, it is “the source of everything.” Like the stars, dust
is simultaneously our ever present past and our inevitable future.

ABOVE This a variety of clothing fiber among
the house dust. It includes linen, cotton,
mercerized cotton, and nylon. The transparent
flakes in the background are skin flakes. There
is a mite leg in the upper left of the image.
LEFT This is a house dust tapelift. The little
circles with crosses are starch grains. The flat
colored particle just right and above center is
from cosmetics. Most of the white fibers are
paper fibers. The flat colorless particles are
primarily human skin flakes.

COMBUSTABLE FORCES
We must say ‘whatever,’ for infinity is beyond the human experience—
an incomprehensible vastness that to save our brains from exploding
we must say ‘whatever.’

DO I WANT TO UNDERSTAND OR STAY LOST IN THE

WONDERMENT OF YOUR EXISTENCE?

LEFT poem by James Thomson
LEFT photo detail of
Remembering: Print Series by
Emma Hogarth
RIGHT detail shots of dust
particls from MicrolabNW
Photomicrograph Gallery,
photo detail of Remembering:
Print Series by Emma Hogarth
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LEFT Bouganvillea in LA
abigaildoanstudio Instagram
post, Scribner’s Castkill
Lodge, 2017
Gary Graham, Spring 2018,
Look 33
CENTER detail of stones with
grass
RIGHT purple poppy
RIGHT TOP Dries Van Noten,
Fall 2014, detail Look 70
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LEFT metallic fabric found on
pinterest, ranunculus
CENTER Pamela Rosenkranz,
Infection, 2017
RIGHT Dries Van Noten,
Spring 2017, detail Look 31
Bouganvillea in LA
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CEMENT
GARDENS
Creations of cement jungles and steel structures framing tall glass buildings amongst mountains
of trash—how many years, I wonder, will it take for our establishments to fall? We place such
importance on our short presence here on earth. Wastelands of forgotten space. Nature prevails
taking back its right to thrive. Cycles surround us as history repeats itself—the subtlest shifts
propelling us forward. Futuristic ideals from fifty years ago have yet to come to fruition. Change
is a patient man’s game. As time compresses our existence, samples of the earth will contain bits
of trash, plastics and textiles, fragments of what our world was, a mystery to be solved by those
who emerge from our dust.
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LEFT ranunculus
RIGHT sidewalk outside of DEN Den
Providence, RI
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‘CEMENT GARDENS’

List

date: 03.18.2018
time: 2:20pm
location: purple chair at CIT

hard
cold
sunbeam
grey
cracks
weeds
impervious
urban
moss
dandelions
swaying leaves
nature’s tenacity
cement
overgrown
pentimento
abandoned
beauty
wild
taken over
run down
falling apart
decrepit statue
dilapidated
shade
peaceful
budding
gritty
sand
ants
escape
soft
dewy webs
breeze
organic

permanence
time
history
transition
layered history
decompose
broken glass
vines
disorganized
mess
dust
rooted matter
dense
man
nature
birds chirping
squirrels wrestling
potential
broken brick
exposed rebar
city sounds
candy wrapper
bird poop
calm
overlooked
chainlink
forgotten
utopia
dystopia?
my-topia

EARTH = 4.543 BILLION YEARS OLD
HUMANS = 200,000 YEARS OLD = 0.004% OF EARTH’S HISTORY
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LEFT Le Studio Anthost, August, 2017
Gary Graham, Spring 2018, Look 33
RIGHT purple poppys
garygraham_ Instagram post January 8,
2018
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DILAPIDATED FUTURE
When I was little I used to think about how many people
walked the earth before me, what existed before my
house, had dinosaurs roamed in my backyard? What
would I find in the layers of deep history below my feet?
It’s astounding how we have managed to decipher so
much of the earth’s past. Layer after layer compounded
into thin lines of antiquity. We’ve created things that will
outlast generations of humans. Mastering chemistry to
attain forever in material that will be used for a fraction
of its lifespan—inevitably buried in a landfill for eternity.
Our legacy. Despite our destruction, nature prevails.
I wonder how many plants will grow before my clothes
disintegrate, how our trash will survive our buried bones.
What is the value of preservation? If it’s going to last
forever it better be as beautiful as the relics of Rome.

URBAN MOSS
A battleground of nature versus cement. Cold and damp. Cracks and
crumbling stone. Exposed rebar entangled with creeping vines. Deserted.
A forgotten utopia. Permanence gives way to moss and weeds sprouting
in the cracks formed by tree roots growing below. A window into a world
without humans. A pentimento of an architectural space that no longer
serves a purpose. Taking on a life of its own—tenacious wildlife restores a
beauty that only nature could make.
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ABOVE James Thomsom, Please
Have Mercy on the Little Ones,
2016
RIGHT Elizabeth Street Gardens,
New York, NY
RIGHT an exploration on the
permanence of textiles, 2018
TOP purple poppy
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IMPERVIOUS DEW
Little drops of water dance across my studio window—dripping, collecting momentum,
merging with each other in their plummeting descent. The rain flows over impervious
materials, glass, brick, steel, asphalt and cement forming small ponds in the lawn of Johnson
and Wales. Surface tension denies gravity, allowing the droplets to remain on the glass as if
they were beads of sweat. Staring out the window, I can hardly see the rain. Pitter patter on
the sill, calming my mind as it drifts towards wanting to crawl back into the comfort of my
bed. Seduced by sleepiness.

PENTIMENTO
narrative
nostalgia
needing to know
why is the past so alluring?
delving into the depths of what once was
trying to unravel some proposed mystery
cycles of the same struggle
history repeats
THE DEEPER WE DIG, THE MORE WE LEARN, THE MORE WE LEARN THE MORE WE KNOW,
THE MORE WE KNOW THE MORE RESPONSIBILITY WE HAVE.
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LFFT ABOVE detail of rain on window
LEFT Alex Kanevsky, Engeneer’s Body
RIGHT Pamela Rosenkranz, Infection, 2017
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EPHEMERAL DESCENT
A weed—golden like the sun, determined
in spreading its seed. Brilliant petals
shrivel, transforming into a silver aura
of seeds, soon to be scattered by a soft
breath of wind. With death comes new life.
One flower turns into many and a green
field of golden stars is born. Clip them
with a lawnmower and they are sure to
return. Their roots hold strong, growing
deep into the earth. Shielded by thick
blades of grass, the trowel struggles to
penetrate the ground. Relentless buds
unfurl to the sun. Repeating the rhythm,
parachuting to greener pastures.
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CEMENT GARDENS

We age, we wrinkle, our hair turns white. Despite
our best efforts time changes all of us. The earth
ages with the elements. Wind and water erode
rocks, fires clear forests, continents shift, shaping
the earth’s crust. Ever so slowly climates transform
and species evolve—a new world is born. We are
but mere visitors on this planet, never meant to
stay forever. Core samples from the earth divulge
a chronology of all that existed before us. Layers
upon layers of life. An eternity by comparison to
the Homo sapiens. Sections of the earth from our
time spent here will be broken bits of our creation
compressed and altered by its forces—like sea
glass smoothed by turbulent waves crashing on the
sandy shore.

ABOVE Toronto Ink Company, Find
Something New, 2018 Wild grape/carbon
dust with soda ash drop test

CEMENT GARDENS

LAYERED CHRONOLOGIES

BUDDING SECRETS
I’ve always enjoyed playing detective, the challenge
of telling a story without having all the information
like putting a puzzle together without all the pieces.
As the story unfolds there is an innate urge to know
more. Take the discovery of dinosaurs for instance.
It started with finding their bones, then blockbuster
hits and now we think they may have looked like
giant birds sprouting feathers. We can theorize and
tell stories of their existence on this planet, but we
will never experience their wonderment. For all our
worries of preservation and ever after, the earth has
done a wonderful job archiving its history. So much
beauty in the broken and the desire to understand
it. Fragments of clues left behind, a treasure hunt
with no end, a mystery filled with complexities of
the familiar and the foreign. Time will continue to
alter the story as new information is excavated.
So many sublime secrets embedded in the earth’s
crust.

Man, a mere inhabitant of the
earth, cannot overstep its
boundaries! But though he
is confined to its crust, he
may penetrate into all its
secrets.

THE FIRST DINOSAUR BONE WAS
THOUGHT TO BELONG TO A GIANT
HUMAN-HA! IN FACT IT WAS A
MEGALOSAURUS THIGH BONE ...
50

-Jules Verne

LEFT mom’s bronze cast dinosaur

RIGHT polished slab of homestake formation
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LEFT photo taken
with alizarin crimson
on iPhone lens
detail shots of color
study Fall , 2017
RIGHT detail of swiss
chard
detail of Wolfgang
Tillmans,
Fire Island, 2015
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LEFT detial of Wolfgang
Tillmans,
Fire Island, 2015
Mark Rothko,
No. 61(Rust and Blue), 1953
RIGHT Sunrise in Oaxaca,
Mexico, March 2017
detail shots of color study
Fall , 2017
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LUMINOUS
SHADE
Light and shadow create our three
dimensional world. The eyes travel, observing
topographies as shadows create depth,
defining an object’s structure. Light discerns
transitions of texture and material illuminating
a spectrum of hues. Seducing our gaze, color
becomes momentous, eternally changing with
the sun, it is fundamental to our experience of
the world. Altering our moods and inspiring the
mind, these formative qualities tantalize the
brain’s eagerness to deconstruct and make
meaning of the unknown.
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LEFT detail shot of an
exploration in color,
Fall of 2017
RIGHT Steven and
Cathi House in high
desert of central
Mexico
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‘LUMINOUS SHADE’ List
date: 03.24.2018
time: 1:45pm
location: couch-bed

bright
cool
blurred edges
vibrant color
shades
spiritual
persona
experiential
glowing
gradient
time
light
sun light
context
changing
momentary
shifting
soft shadows
comforting
form
texture
soft
hard
location
transparent
leaves
nature
architecture
phenomena
rods
cones
brain
information
speechless
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beauty
emulsified
fleeting
morning sunrise
sunset
goosebumps
transmitting
slow down
soak it all in
breath its ni
peaceful gazing
sky
Turrell-ian
aura
emitting
energy
influencing
atmospheric
earthly
intangible
forever changing
continuous
unique
a moment
engaging the senses
dreaming
fog
hazy
dense
specific
uncommunicable

ABOVE photograph of
the sun rising in Oaxaca,
Mexico, March, 2017
RIGHT Sarah Dinkelacker,
Point Reyes National
Seashore June, 2017
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INFLUENCED CONES
Albers you brilliant man! How clever with color
you are, how scientific, demonstrating how
unreliable our eyes can be. You lift the curtain
and reveal how context and color relationships
influence our perception of hue. Oh the power
of perceived color—light and material. Infinite
possibilities and combinations. How we are
drawn to it, how we dream of it, how we are
impacted and infatuated by it. Color shapes our
lives, working on our subconscious, making us
feel and experience the world vividly.

PERSONAL PHENOMENA
Do we all see color the same? I used to ask
this as a child, as I began to understand how
distinctively we encounter hue. Its meaning
changes so drastically from person to person,
culture to culture. Words fail as we attempt to
identify pigments because of our intrinsically
unique experiences and associations with color.

LIGHT IS THEREFORE COLOUR, AND
SHADOW THE PRIVATION OF IT.
- J.M.W. Turner, 1818
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RIGHT detail of my color
study, RISD, Fall, 2017
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VASCULAR UNDERPAINTINGS
The vascular, something being carried, relates to the
body, movement and life. In painting this connects
most to my use of crimson as an underpainting to give
the artwork a life force. Echoing systems and recycling
through the body on a continuum, microscopic but so
important for survival. There is a fluidity to it that I
enjoy—constantly circulating through the body, pulsing,
carrying oxygen throughout, circulating and nurturing
our bodies.

FOR ME, EACH NUANCE OF A COLOR IS
IN SOME WAY AN INDIVIDUAL, A BEING WHO IS FROM THE SAME RACE AS
THE BASE COLOR, BUT WHO DEFINITELY
POSSESSES A DISTINCT CHARACTER AND
PERSONAL SOUL.
						

- Yves Klein
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ABOVE result of dropping
my iPhone in alizarin crimson
paint while taking a photo
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TRANSPARENT LEAVES
warm and soft
subtle shifts of color
calming light
weakening harsh edges
illuminating surfaces
continuously changing shadows
playfully moving with the invisible wind
a perfect accident
one of natures gifts
entrapment
a moment of profound enlightenment
waning as the sun sets
a grandeur that cannot be captured
glowing
unsure of how it came to be
yet knowing all too well
it will just as soon be gone

IF YOU, UNKNOWING, ARE ABLE TO CREATE MASTERPIECES IN COLOR, THEN
UN-KNOWLEDGE IS YOUR WAY.
					
—Johannes Itten
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LEFT Cecily Brown, Figures
in a Landscape, 2001
RIGHT Paul Wonner, Model
Drinking Coffee, 1964

VISCERAL
COLOR
never thinking
not a scientist
just grabbing
and mixing
never exact
never the same
simply inspired
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EARTHLY VIBRANCE
Pigments and dyes from nature were the
earliest means to procure and use color in
a meaningful way. Many think of color as
decorative, a topical treatment to enhance
the beauty of a thing. However pigments are
so much more than just a veneer. They are
vivacious and expressive unlike any other
material. Hue invites the eyes to dance across
compositions. Colors can be transformative,
enlivening the spirit, both of the object and
of the viewer. Exhilarating colors exist all
around us in the wild, but to capture their
vitality in a thread, a fabric, a blouse, is asking
the color to have longevity. What lengths we
go to, to achieve such color—to bring nature
synthetically into our lives.
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ARCHITECTURAL AURA
I am surrounded by luminous shade, transitioning as it circles the uppermost floor of the
iconic Guggenheim Museum. Like a moth to a
flame I can’t look away. The room shifts from
deep romantic purples to cool blues and hot
pinks—drifting ever so slightly I hardly notice
the color changing. A cocoon of enlightenment.
Simultaneously mesmerized and at peace. High
on atmosphere my body vibrates with stimulus
saturated in color. Impossible to capture—a
color you experience in a moment in time and
space—fleeting with every second that passes.

LEFT detail of cabage
detail of swiss chard

RIGHT James Turrell,
Guggenheim Museum,
July, 2013

I LIKE TO USE LIGHT AS A
MATERIAL, BUT MY MEDIUM IS
ACTUALLY PERCEPTION. I WANT
YOU TO SENSE YOURSELF SENSING—
TO SEE YOURSELF SEEING.
							
		
— James Turrell
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IT IS THE BEST POSSIBLE SIGN OF A
COLOR WHEN NOBODY WHO SEES IT KNOWS
WHAT TO CALL IT.
								
—James Ruskin, 1859

SOFT DENSITY
fog seeps in, diffusing the light
there is no sense of anything
except what is directly in front
colors blur together, edges soften
the lazy haze of fog
a heavy blanket
filled with comfort
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LEFT Wolfgang Tillmans,
Fire Island II, 2016
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Every two hundred years,
every atom of carbon
that is not congealed in
materials by now stable
(such as, precisely,
limestone, or coal, or
diamond, or certain
plastics) enters and
reenters the cycle of
life, through the narrow
door of photosynthesis.
- Primo Levi
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IMPOSING
SUBTRACTION
derogatory chemical
one of the worst for the planet
scavenging for cleanliness
you eat dirt and dye
stripping away any evidence of the living
changing black to green
and then to khaki
burning my nose hairs
as you seep into my pores
you remind me of crime scenes and hospitals
and a Polish cleaning lady named Anna
one drop and your presence is known
vinegar—your nemesis
noxious healing
fibers give way, stripped of their sustenance
their flimsy strength withering
you burn holes in their blanketing vastness
protein fibers require special attention
for you make them smoke
producing a suffocating scent
my lungs are heavy, craving the dirty brooklyn air
creating marks, permanent of course
until coffee is spilled
and grass
and dirt
and dust cling to the fibers
evidence of a life well lived
your pristine nature, so much upkeep
an artist’s tool to paint the milky way
like raindrops on cement
the textile transforms in an instant
committed to composition there’s no going back
your every drop remains
bleeding through the denim
mirror image on the back
adding water softens your edges and your sting
admiring how potent you are
how dangerous
my flesh as sensitive as woven fibers
light blue gloves protect me from your corrosive ways
my defense as I continue to flick you around
I call it composing with chemicals
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I DEPEND ON THE POWER OF EMPTY SPACE TO
EVOKE A SENSE OF INFINITY.
		

ABOVE detail of bleached black
denim with gold lurex warp

-Lee Ufan,‘On Infinity,’1993
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AFTERWORD

AFTERWORD

AFTERWORD
Toning the page, then erasing back into it, and carving
out a form. A process of exfoliation, peeling away the
top cells—revealing the clean layers of paper below.
Holding onto the pentimento of the first marks that
permeated its soft skin, the material maintains a
history of the process of making. Using my fingers
to smudge and move the charcoal, imprinting myself
into the work. Erasing as an editing process, shaving
away the excess—as if the drawing existed already
and it’s my job to excavate it. A marriage of materials,
charcoal seeping into the pulpy surface of the paper,
a negative space just as important as the positive;
relying on each other for one cannot exist without the
other.
My studio work strives to collage fabrics that narrate
the themes of the Cosmic Whatever, Cement Gardens
and Luminous Shade. As the layers build up, the
fabrics bleed into each other, blurring where one work
ends and another begins. This culmination in textiles
speaks to the complexities of understanding time.
Fated to become another layer of earth’s crust, we
will inevitably become a mystery to be solved by
future species. Our end is unknown, so for now we will
continue to live in a world of vibrant color, looking to
the stars for future fulfillment and to contemplate the
past from new perspectives, embracing the future.
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LEFT detail of Shadow Drawing
in repeat, Fall 2017
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